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Dear Customer:

Thank you for ordering wallcoverings from Touch of Class Catalog®. We hope that you are 
pleased with your purchase. Before starting your project, please check the RUN or DYE LOT 
number. Each roll of the same pattern should have the same Run/Lot number. This will help 
ensure proper matching of colors and designs. If you find any differences, please contact our 
Customer Service department at 800-457-7456 before you begin the project.

Please save your instructions and labels in case you need to reorder more wallpaper. If you  
wish to reorder, we may be able to match what you have if you give us the RUN/LOT number.

We have listed some basic Wallpapering Guidelines:

1) Wallpaper will not adhere well to dirt, soap, or grease. Remove old wallpaper and adhesive 
from previously papered walls. Wash walls with Lysol or any heavy-duty detergent to  
eliminate mold or mildew. For painted walls, clean with a powdered soap or ammonia.  
Rinse well with clean water and let dry thoroughly before hanging wallpaper. 

2) Do not hang wallpaper over freshly painted or plastered walls. Wait at least one month before 
applying wallpaper. Newly painted walls do not have to be cleaned (as outlined above) before 
wallpapering.

3) Always put a wallpaper primer (or sizing) on walls to prepare them for papering. These 
products are available at a local hardware or wallpaper store. Oil- or latex-based primers 
must dry at least 48 hours before applying wallpaper. (Follow the manufacturer’s directions.)

4) If your wallpaper is NOT prepasted, please check instructions that come with the wallpaper 
to see what type of adhesive the manufacturer recommends. If no instructions are included, 
check with a wallpaper store for the type of adhesive to use with your wallpaper or border.

5) Do not soak prepasted wallpaper in water for a long time. However, you will need to allow the 
strip of wallpaper WET TIME. Wet time is letting the wallpaper rest for a minute after wet-
ting to expand the glue. BOOKING is folding the wallpaper (do not crease) glue-to-glue for 
one to two minutes before applying it to the wall.

6) Manufacturers recommend using a wallpaper brush to smooth the paper into place. Do not 
use too much pressure on seams as this can push out paste and the seams will not stick.  
There are products called PASTE BACK and SEAM ADHESIVE for edges of wallpaper.

7) Use vinyl-to-vinyl adhesive when applying border over vinyl wallpaper. Most manufacturers  
recommend that you DOUBLE CUT instead. To double cut, position the border directly over 
the wallpaper. Razor cut directly below and above the border (unless border is at the top of 
the wall). Remove the border and wallpaper directly beneath; reapply the border to the wall.

8) Please check the package insert for complete instructions on wallpaper application.
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